This paper applies Bayesian probability theory to determination of the decay times in coupled spaces. A previous paper ͓N. Xiang and P. M. Goggans, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 110, 1415-1424 ͑2001͔͒ discussed determination of the decay times in coupled spaces from Schroeder's decay functions using Bayesian parameter estimation. To this end, the previous paper described the extension of an existing decay model ͓N. Xiang, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 98, 2112-2121 ͑1995͔͒ to incorporate one or more decay modes for use with Bayesian inference. Bayesian decay time estimation will obtain reasonable results only when it employs an appropriate decay model with the correct number of decay modes. However, in architectural acoustics practice, the number of decay modes may not be known when evaluating Schroeder's decay functions. The present paper continues the endeavor of the previous paper to apply Bayesian probability inference for comparison and selection of an appropriate decay model based upon measured data. Following a summary of Bayesian model comparison and selection, it discusses selection of a decay model in terms of experimentally measured Schroeder's decay functions. The present paper, along with the Bayesian decay time estimation described previously, suggests that Bayesian probability inference presents a suitable approach to the evaluation of decay times in coupled spaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
A previous paper 1 discussed estimation of the decay times in coupled spaces using a Bayesian parameter estimation approach given that the number of decay rates is already known. However, in most decay time determinations, the number of decay rates ͑modes͒ is not always readily known. Eyring 2 pointed out that energy decay functions on a logarithmic scale are not generally linear for coupled spaces having different natural reverberation times or even for a single room with nonuniformly distributed absorption and no diffusing scheme. In effect, the sound energy decay in a singlespace room can be of multi-rate character. Therefore, the practical application of the proposed decay time evaluations is not only the analysis of sound decay in coupled spaces but also in single spaces, such as in those reverberation chambers which often yield inconsistent absorption data, probably due to lack of diffusion. In contrast, single-rate energy decay can also be observed in coupled spaces, depending on the size of the coupling aperture, the position of the sound receiver, and the natural reverberation time of each space. Often acousticians have to answer the question, ''How many decay rates are present in the collected data?'' before the relevant decay times can be properly estimated. As discussed in previous works, 1,3,4 decay functions obtained from measured room impulse responses using Schroeder's backward integration 5 contain inherent characteristic curvature towards the upper limit of the integration. This characteristic curvature impedes identification of different decay modes. Visual inspection of Schroeder decay functions will not always reveal the number of decay rates. An algorithmic determination of decay order ͑number of decay rates͒ is needed in practice.
The subject of the present paper is the application of Bayesian probability theory to the problem of estimating the number of decay rates present in Schroeder decay functions. The Bayesian method essentially calculates the probability of decay models with different decay order based on the experimentally measured data. The Bayesian literature refers to this as model comparison and selection ͑MCS͒.
A model-based approach using a generalized least square ͑LS͒ principle 4 can also estimate decay times. The LS approach and all other parameter estimations, including Bayesian decay time estimation, 1 are all subject to the question of how many decay modes are present in the measured data. In resolving this question, the Bayesian approach proves to be more comprehensive than the LS approach, since a Bayesian framework can provide quantitative tools for both the model selection and the parameter estimation.
Similar to the decay time estimation problem described in Ref. 1, systematic development of a Bayesian formalism for MCS starts with application of the Bayes theorem, followed by incorporation of prior information and then marginalization ͑defined in Ref. 1͒ . Any interest in parameter values will be pushed into the background of the current problem through marginalization. Marginalization allows attention to be focused on the probabilities for different decay in a preselected set of decay models. In Sec. III of the present paper, we develop the MCS formalism toward evaluation of the Schroeder decay functions in a step-by-step manner for the convenience of architectural acousticians. This development of the MCS relies heavily on other works, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] particularly Ref. 6 . In Sec. IV we discuss results obtained using the Bayesian MCS with experimentally measured decay functions from coupled spaces. Additional detailed derivations involved in the Bayesian MCS of the present paper are given in the Appendix.
II. MULTI-RATE DECAY
A previous paper 1 established a decay model for Schroeder decay functions with multiple decay modes. In the present paper, a set of these decay models F ϭ͕F 1 ,F 2 ,...,F M ͖ is under consideration with
0рt k рL and 1рsрM , ͑1͒
and
where s is the decay order ͑number of exponential decay modes͒, mϭsϩ1 is the number of additive terms of the model, M is the total number of different models under examination, A s ϭ͕A s1 ,A s2 ,...,A sm ͖ contains linear parameters, B s ϭ͕B s1 ,B s2 ,...,B ss ͖ contains nonlinear parameters, and L represents the upper limit of the Schroeder backward integration. 5 The decay times are related to the nonlinear parameter by the expression T s j ϭ13.8/B s j , for 1р jрs. In this paper, time will be treated as a discrete variable t k . The following derivations drop the subscript s of A s , B s and all other parameters given model F s for simplicity. As a specific case of a double-rate Schroeder decay function, the decay model with sϭ2, mϭ3 reads
The third term on the right-hand side in Eq. ͑3͒ is associated with background noise in experimentally measured room impulse responses from which Schroeder decay functions are calculated. It results in the characteristic curvature that occurs towards the upper limit of the integration in a logarithmic plot of Schroeder decay functions ͓e.g., Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . This curvature is well documented in Refs. 1, 3, and 4 and, as previously mentioned, it impedes the determination of the decay order s. The decay model in Eq. ͑1͒ is in the form of a general linear model. 1 It describes sound energy decay in enclosed spaces after a steady-state sound excitation in the spaces is switched off. Therefore, only positive-valued linear parameters Aϭ͕A 1 ,A 2 ,...,A m ͖ are of primary interest for decay time determination in architectural acoustics practice, although there may exist other acoustical situations or other kinds of systems without this restriction.
In addition, architectural acousticians are primarily concerned with the conditions
as pointed out in Ref. 13 . Figure 1 illustrates two opposite examples simulated using the double-rate decay model in Eq. ͑3͒. A normalized time scale is used for simplicity. In Fig.  1͑a͒ , the Schroeder decay function fulfills the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒ with T 1 ϭ0.5, T 2 ϭ1.0 and with 10 log 10 A 1 ϭ0 dB, 10 log 10 A 2 ϭϪ6 dB, and 10 log 10 A 3 ϭϪ40 dB. In Fig. 1͑b͒ , the decay parameters of the decay function break the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒ with the same linear parameters as those in Fig. 1͑a͒ but T 1 ϭ1.0 and T 2 ϭ0.5. This double-rate decay function is very close to the single-rate one with T 1 ϭ0.96 as plotted in Fig. 1͑b͒ for comparison. The smaller the parameter A 2 is relative to A 1 , the closer the double-rate decay function will be to a single-rate function.
FIG. 1. Schroeder decay functions simulated using a double-rate decay model ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒. Normalized time scale is used for simplicity. ͑a͒ Decay parameters fulfill the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒ (0.5ϭT 1 ϽT 2 ϭ1.0 and 10 log 10 A 1 ϭ0 dB; 10 log 10 A 2 ϭϪ6 dB). ͑b͒ Decay parameters break the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒ (1.0ϭT 1 ϾT 2 ϭ0.5 and 10 log 10 A 1 ϭ0 dB; 10 log 10 A 2 ϭϪ6 dB). A single-rate decay curve with T 1 ϭ0.96 is also plotted for comparison. The double-rate decay curve in ͑b͒ is very close to the single-rate curve.
Often the decay function in Fig. 1͑b͒ represents a sound decay process in coupled spaces sensed by a sound receiver in the primary space when the secondary space possesses a shorter natural reverberation time than that of the primary space. In this situation, the coupling aperture acts as an absorption area resulting in a shorter decay time than the natural reverberation time in the primary space. It is, therefore, reasonably to treat the energy decay in a statistical sense as a single-rate decay.
III. BAYESIAN MODEL SELECTION
This section develops Bayesian formalism for model comparison and selection ͑MCS͒. Bayesian MCS relies on the measured Schroeder decay functions to compare and select the most likely decay model͑s͒ among a specified model set of competing decay models. The development of Bayesian MCS formalism begins with calculating the posterior probability for a competing model by applying the Bayes theorem. Bayesian MCS focuses on the posterior probabilities of the competing models rather than specific model parameters. Therefore, any interest in parameter values will be pushed into the background of the current problem through marginalization. The development needs to introduce some additional parameters when dealing with residual errors between the measured data and models and dealing with prior probabilities. Marginalization will also remove these additional parameters. Eventually the MCS is accomplished by evaluating the posterior probability for each competing model.
The I ). The likelihood indicates how well the specified model fits the data. The posterior probability p(F s ͉D,I) is so-called because it applies after the data and the prior information have been taken into account. The calculation of the posterior probability for models according to Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ requires assignment of the prior probability for the model F s and the calculation of the global likelihood. An appropriate uninformative prior probability given M possible models is the uniform prior probability 1/M that expresses no preference for any model in the model set F. Using this prior and Eq. ͑7͒ the posterior probability for the model becomes
is of central importance for the decay model selection and will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.
B. Global likelihood
The global likelihood for the data is vital to the calculation of the posterior probability for models as indicated in Eq. ͑9͒. The joint probability for the data and the model parameters so that the global likelihood given the variance 2 for the model F s reads
incorporates the likelihood function expression for p(D͉A,B,F s ,,I) given in the previous paper ͓see Eq. ͑9͒ in Ref. 1͔. Since the task is to determine the posterior probability for the decay models, both the linear parameters A and the nonlinear B parameters can be treated as nuisance parameters and the explicit dependence of the likelihood on A and B can then be removed by considering all their possible values through marginalization. 1 The following section pursues the marginalization over these parameters.
C. Marginalization over amplitude A p(A͉B,F s ,I
) is the prior probability of parameters A assuming that the nonlinear parameters B of a decay model F s are given. No specific information is assumed about the values of the parameters A expect that their values are finite. Application of the principle of maximum entropy to assign the prior probability, 7, 8 given only the finite value assumption, results in the Gaussian assignment of
͑13͒
In Eq. ͑13͒ the dependence of p(A͉B,F s ,,I) on B is through the function G. The variance 2 is associated with the uncertainty of the model parameter A, and j is the jth eigenvalue of the matrix g i j of Eq. ͑10͒ in Ref. 1. With the addition of the new parameter , the global likelihood of the data in Eq. ͑12͒ reads
͑14͒
The global likelihood of the data can further be rewritten as
using Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑17͒ in a previous paper 1 for ␣ j and q j , respectively. In Eq. ͑15͒, ␣ϭ͕␣ 1 ,␣ 2 ,...,␣ m ͖ and
Performing the integral over the amplitude parameters ␣ ͑see Appendix A͒, the global likelihood simplifies to
where
The function represents a normalized form of q 2 defined in Eq. ͑20͒ in Ref. 1, and plays the role of sufficient indicator in evaluating the values of the nonlinear parameter B.
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D. Marginalization over parameter B
When an appropriate model is employed, the data determines the nonlinear parameters well, the posterior probability around the global maximum B falls off rapidly, and there exists a small region in parameter space around B where the normalized sufficient indicator in Eq. ͑18͒ can be approximated by
The posterior density function for the nonlinear parameters B is multi-modal with extremes of identical value when s is greater than one. Taking the approximation in Eq. ͑19͒ and s! multi-modal extremes ͑see Ref. 1͒ into account and assuming that these extremes do not overlap to any significant degree, the global likelihood in Eq. ͑17͒ becomes
͑20͒
The further development requires assignment of the prior probability p(B͉F s ,I) for the nonlinear parameters B given model F s . Here little prior information about the values of the parameters B is assumed, only that they have finite values. Under this assumption, application of the principle of maximum entropy results in the assignment of a Gaussian prior probability as follows:
The variance ␥ 2 expresses the uncertainty of the nonlinear parameters B. Equation ͑21͒ does not express a strong opin-ion about the parameters provided that ␥ is large compared to . This means that Eq. ͑21͒ effectively represents a constant over the range in which the likelihood function of the data is strongly peaked. Substitution of this prior probability into Eq. ͑20͒ results in the global likelihood of the data:
E. Marginalization over variances
The three variances 2 , 2 , ␥ 2 are referred to as hyperparameters in Bayesian literature. Although their values are unknown, marginalization can remove them from the problem. Marginalization over these hyperparameters requires multiplication of appropriate normalized prior probabilities with the global likelihood in Eq. ͑22͒, followed by integration over these parameters. Appropriate prior probabilities for these scale parameters 10 , , and ␥ are Jeffreys priors. 9 However, the Jeffreys prior presents an ''improper'' probability distribution, the integral of which is not normalizable. 10 Nevertheless, the current problem can handle a bounded Jeffreys prior. Application of a normalized, bounded Jeffreys prior 6 for , , and ␥ ͑see Appendix B͒ approximates the global likelihood of the data as
with a , b , ␥ a , ␥ b , and a , b being the bounds of the parameters , ␥, and , respectively. In Eq. ͑24͒, ⌫(x) is the gamma function of x. So long as models with both linear and nonlinear parameters are compared using the same data ͑as in the case of multi-rate decay functions͒, the posterior probability for the model in Eq. ͑9͒ is independent of a , b , ␥ a , ␥ b , and a , b because log( b / a ), log(␥ b /␥ a ), and log( b / a ) will appear in both the numerator and the denominator ͓see Eqs. ͑27͒ and ͑28͔͒. Hence the global likelihood of the data can be simplified to
F. Model comparison and selection
To compare which one of the two models F x and F y is favored by the data, the ratio of the posterior probability of the two models according to Eq. ͑9͒ is evaluated:
Equation ͑27͒ is referred to as the odds. Its logarithmic form is conventionally calculated using E yx ϭ10 log 10 p͑D͉F y ,I ͒ p͑D͉F x ,I ͒ ͑28͒ to indicate which model is preferred. E ͑with dB as the unit͒ in Eq. ͑28͒ is often referred to in relevant Bayesian literature as Bayesian evidence. In addition to the model comparison, the model selection is accomplished by evaluating the posterior probability in Eq. ͑9͒ for each model throughout the specified model set F. Eventually, the data should favor a model with a clearly higher posterior probability. This section has developed a Bayesian formalism of model comparison and selection ͑MCS͒. Bayesian MCS relies on the measured Schroeder decay functions to compare and select the most likely decay model͑s͒ among a specified model set containing M competing decay models. The development of Bayesian MCS formalism begins with calculating the posterior probability for a competing model by applying the Bayes theorem. Expressing no preference for any particular decay model in advance of analyzing the data leads to the assignment of a uniform prior probability for the models. In examining a decay model within a specified, mutually exclusive, exhaustive model set, the posterior probability for a decay model relies solely on the global likelihood function. It can be proven 6 that the MCS described in this section still remains valid if something else outside the model set is not taken into account, since the MCS relies on a relative evaluation of posterior probabilities over the specified model set. Marginalization has removed all linear and nonlinear model parameters and variances arising from residual errors, from the assignment of prior probability on both linear and nonlinear parameters during the development. Eventually the model comparison and selection can be accomplished by evaluating Bayesian evidence or the posterior probability of each model by calculating the global likelihood for the data at the peak position in the nonlinear parameter space. The current paper employs Gibbs sampler ͑as done in Ref. 1͒ to determine the peak position in the nonlinear parameter space.
The analytical development arrives at the approximation of p(D͉F s ,I) in Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒ by assuming that the nonlinear parameters associated with the peak position of the global likelihood are already well determined. Besides the mean squared value of the nonlinear parameters and some gamma function values determined by the decay order and the number of data points, the normalized sufficient indicator at the peak position must be calculated to yield the global likelihood of the data. The development of the MCS formal-ism in this section has incorporated some approximations to yield a practicable end formalism. In the following section, MCS calculations using experimentally measured data will examine both their validation and the limitation of these approximations.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section employs experimentally measured Schroeder decay functions from 1:8 scale-model rooms and real halls to demonstrate how the Bayesian MCS can be applied to decay model determination associated with the decay time evaluation. All room impulse responses ͑RIRs͒ have been ͑octave band-pass͒ filtered before Schroeder decay functions 5 are calculated from them. All evaluations being discussed below use the normalized decay function data from the time limit at Ϫ5 dB to the upper limit of the integration. The upper limit of the integration is selected to be large enough to include a portion of the noise tail in each RIR. , possesses a natural reverberation time of 1.0 s. Care had to be given to arrange most of the interior surface of both rooms as diffuse as possible within the frequency range of interest. As stated previously, recognition of the number of decay modes from the three forms of presentations in Fig. 2 is not straightforward. When using a single-rate decay model F 1 , the posterior probability density function ͑PPDF͒ presents a sharp peak at 0.502 s as depicted in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Figure 2͑c͒ contains the Schroeder single-rate model curve using this estimated parameter. The normalized sufficient indicator ͑NSI͒ as given in Eq. ͑18͒ around the peak position presents a relatively ''flat'' shape, but still peaked at 0.502 s as depicted in a zoomed presentation in Fig. 3͑b͒ . When using a double-rate decay model F 2 , the PPDF presents two peaks with equal value over the parameter space (T 1 ,T 2 ) as depicted in Fig. 4 . Either of them will serve when seeking the global maximum.
A. Double-rate decay functions
1 These 2! equal-valued peaks for dimensionality of two are well separated, meeting the assumption required in Sec. III D when simplifying Eq. ͑17͒ to Eq. ͑20͒. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the NSI over the same sub-space as given in Fig. 4͑c͒ . The NSI peaks at the same location as the PPDF with a relatively ''flat'' shape. The NSIs shown in Figs. 3 and 5 present such a flat shape as to clearly justify the approximation undertaken in Eq. ͑19͒. A double-rate model FIG. 2. Room impulse response and Schroeder decay function achieved from an experimentally measured room impulse response in two coupled scale-down model rooms. ͑a͒ Room impulse response, octave band-pass filtered at 1 kHz, the peak-to-noise ratio amounts to 53 dB. ͑b͒ Energy decay curve ͑ETC͒. ͑c͒ Schroeder decay function. The decay models with single-, double-, and three-rate modes are also depicted for comparison. Table I lists the model parameters associated with single-, double-, and three-rate model. curve using the decay parameters associated with one of peak positions is also depicted in Fig. 2͑c͒ .
Sharp peaks over the nonlinear parameter space associated with both a double-rate and a single-rate model suggest that these two decay models are competing candidates for the decay time estimation. To determine which candidate is favored by the data, Bayesian evidence E 21 for a double-rate decay model F 2 over a single-rate decay model F 1 is determined based upon the measured data. Table I contains some relevant parameter values for evaluating p(D͉F 1 ,I), p(D͉F 2 ,I), and p(D͉F 3 ,I). The Gibbs sampler algorithm is applied to determine these parameters. Figure 2͑c͒ shows three decay model curves along with the measured Schroeder decay function. The Bayesian evidence E 21 ϭ382.6 dB is estimated as listed in Table I , indicating that the data ͓Schroed-er's decay function as shown in Fig. 2͑c͔͒ strongly favors model F 2 : a double-rate decay function.
Using a triple-rate decay model, the assumptions required in Sec. III D cannot be met. Investigation results illustrated in Fig. 6 may yield an explanation. Given the estimated first decay time (T 1 ϭ0.44 s), which can be easily verified from a small portion at the beginning of the decay function, Fig. 6 shows the PPDF over two other decay times (T 2 ,T 3 ). Two peaks are still recognizable over the two decay time parameter space ͑0.5 sрT 2 , T 3 р1.5 s). However, these two peaks, overlapped by each other in a significant degree, occur along the line of symmetry T 2 ϭT 3 . One of the peaks occurs at T 2 ϭT 3 ϭ0.61 s and the other occurs at T 2 ϭT 3 ϭ0.87 s with a lower peak value. In other words, the three-dimensional decay time space within a reasonable range does not include 3! equal-valued, spatially wellseparated peaks as required when approximations are used to simplify the global likelihood from Eq. ͑17͒ to Eq. ͑20͒. It clearly shows that the data contain two distinct decay rates (T 1 ,T 2 ) rather than three decay rates. The third exponential term along with decay time T 3 , as required by the triple-rate model, is redundant, and should have been removed from the current problem.
When seeking peaks in a three-dimensional parameter space, any search algorithm would converge to a point in the space associated with no reasonable parameters (T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 ). Therefore, the calculation of global likelihood at the ''peak'' position cannot be considered as reasonable. Table I lists the relevant parameters for the triple-rate model. The evaluated linear parameters (A 1 ϭϪ15.92 dB, A 2 ϭϪ6.37 dB, and A 3 ϭϪ6.36 dB) associated with these nonlinear parameters break the condition in Eq. ͑4͒, especially A 2 being so close to A 3 , indicating that the third decay term is redundant. It is not reasonable in this case to use the evaluated Bayesian evidence (E 23 ϭ2.2 dB) to indicate that the data favor the model F 2 . Moreover, Fig. 2͑c͒ shows that the decay parameters evaluated using the triple-rate model do not yield a reasonable decay function when compared with the measured one.
In a similar fashion, Fig. 7 depicts the Schroeder decay function measured at 1 kHz in real coupled spaces ͑Student Table II lists some relevant parameters evaluated using the single-, double-, and triple-rate models, respectively. Sharp peaks of the PPDF over the parameter space can be found using both single-and double-rate models. Bayesian evidence for a double-rate model over a single-rate one is E 21 ϭ373.4 dB. For the triplerate model, however, given the estimated first decay time (T 1 ϭ0.78 s), the PPDF over two other decay time spaces ͕T 2 ,T 3 ͖ within a reasonable value range does not present two equal-valued peaks off the line of symmetry T 2 ϭT 3 as required. This indicates that the third decay time T 3 is redundant and should have been removed from the problem. For the triple-rate model, calculation of the global likelihood using Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒ in a three-dimensional parameter space is not reliable and it is misleading to use the calculated evidence (E 23 ϭϪ2.9 dB) for model comparison and selection. A closer look at the linear parameters ͑in Table II evaluated based on the nonlinear parameters reveals that A 1 ϭ Ϫ0.096Ͻ0 and A 2 ϽA 3 , breaking the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒ as well. Figure 7 illustrates that the triple-rate model evaluated with these decay parameter values cannot yield a reasonable model function.
The examples of double-rate decay functions discussed above show that the global likelihood of the data changes significantly when going from using a single-rate to a double-rate model. Among these, Bayesian model comparison and selection can provide a quantitative measure ͑Baye-sian evidence͒ to indicate which model is the most probable one for proper decay time estimation. The calculated value of Bayesian evidence E is liable to vary depending on the data and the number of data points. However, the assumptions for simplifying the global likelihood calculations cannot be met when the model order becomes higher than that favored by the data, in this case a triple-rate model. Moreover, the decay parameters evaluated using a triple-rate model break the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒, resulting in improper estimation. With even higher decay order, the nonlinear parameter space does not contain an adequate number of well-separated equalvalued peaks either. Of course, a (KϪ1)-degree equation will fit K points of experimental data. Ockham's razor tells us, however, ''an explanation of the facts should be no more complicated than necessary.'' 15 B. Single-rate decay functions Figure 8͑a͒ shows RIR at 2 kHz ͑octave͒ measured in the secondary room of the 1:8 scale model rooms discussed in Sec. IV A when the coupling aperture is acoustically closed. For these data, the peak-to-noise ratio is 46 dB. Its energy decay curve and the Schroeder's decay function are given in Figs. 8͑b͒ and ͑c͒, respectively. Evaluation of the PPDF using a single-rate model yields a sharp peak at 1.047 s as shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ . In the same range, the NSI presents a flat curve. Figure 9͑b͒ shows the NSI function at a zoomed scale. The peak of the NSI is in the same position as that of the PPDF. The NSI shown in Fig. ͑9͒ validates the simplification undertaken in Eq. ͑19͒. Table III lists the relevant model parameters evaluated at the peak position.
Evaluation of the PPDF using a double-rate model over the decay time space ͕T 1 ,T 2 ͖ within a reasonable value range between 0.98 and 1.4 s presents only a single peak along the line of symmetry T 1 ϭT 2 ͑as shown in Fig. 10͒ , indicating that the second exponential decay term of the model along with the decay time T 2 is redundant and should have been removed from the problem. In this situation the MCS cannot use the Bayesian evidence at the ''peak'' posi tion although the search algorithm will settle to two decay parameters somewhere around the single peak in the decay time space. Note that one of two linear parameters at the ''peak'' position becomes negative as listed in Table III , breaking the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒.
FIG. 6. Posterior probability distribution over decay time (T 2 ,T 3 ) while keeping T 1 ϭ0.4421 s. A grid of 521ϫ521 is defined for evaluating the normalized posterior probability distribution using a triple-rate decay model. One peak with higher peak value occurs along the symmetrical line at T 2 ϭT 3 ϭ0.61 s. The second peak with a lower peak value occurs at T 2 ϭT 3 ϭ0.87 s. It indicates that third decay time T 3 is redundant and should have been removed from the problem.
FIG. 7.
Schroeder decay function achieved from an experimentally measured room impulse response in real coupled spaces ͑Student Union, University of Mississippi, USA͒. The decay models with single, double, and triple rate are also depicted for comparison. Table II lists the model parameters associated with these models.
TABLE II. The parameters associated with single-, double-, and triple-rate decay models for evaluation of a decay function measured in two coupled halls as depicted in Fig. 7 . Peak-to-noise ratio of the room impulse response is 51 dB. The decay parameters evaluated using a triple-rate model cannot fulfill the condition in Eq. ͑4͒. 
C. Discussion
The present paper has described a simplified formalism for Bayesian model comparison and selection. A close comparison between Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒ of this paper and Eq. ͑21͒ of the earlier paper 1 reveals that the end formalism in Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒ can be straightforwardly extended from the Bayesian parameter estimation described in Eq. ͑21͒ of the earlier paper 1 since one of the multiplication factors (1 Ϫ) Ϫ(KϪm)/2 in Eq. ͑25͒ is in the form of the Student t-distribution as given in Eq. ͑21͒ of the earlier paper.
1 Once the global optimal position in the parameter space is found, calculations of remaining factors in Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒ require insignificant effort. For this reason, both the MCS and the parameter estimation using advanced optimization approaches 1 can be accomplished hand-in-hand. Some necessary approximations, particularly that given in Secs. III C and D, make this formalism practicable in architectural acoustic applications. The examples using experimentally measured Schroeder's functions in both coupled rooms and single-space rooms confirm the validation of the simplifying steps when an adequate number of well-separated peaks exist in the corresponding nonlinear parameter space.
The exploratory examples restricted so far to the measured Schroeder functions show that the estimation of the FIG. 8 . Room impulse response and Schroeder decay function achieved from an experimentally measured room impulse response in one of the scale-down model rooms. ͑a͒ Room impulse response, octave band-pass filtered at 2 kHz, the peak-to-noise ratio amounts to 46 dB. ͑b͒ Energy decay curve ͑ETC͒. ͑c͒ Schroeder decay function. The decay model with single rate is also depicted for comparison. Table III lists relevant parameters, including the global likelihood value, becomes unreliable when the model order is one more than the optimal one. Often this happens with an inadequate number of equal-valued, well-separated peaks in the given parameter space since one decay term in the model is redundant and should have been removed from the problem. In this situation, the model comparison and selection described in this paper cannot rely on the Bayesian evidence calculated in terms of the global likelihood. It has often been observed that the model parameters in this situation break the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒. In practice, the conditions expressed in Eq. ͑4͒ can provide an additional indicator to reject a decay model with a model order one higher than the optimal order. Checking the conditions in Eq. ͑4͒ requires determination of all linear parameters at the ''peak'' position. Equation ͑24͒ of the earlier paper 1 yields the expected value estimates of the linear parameters without substantial computational load.
Optimization ͑search͒ algorithms play a crucial role in both Bayesian parameter estimation described in Ref. 1 and model comparison and selection in this paper. Advanced methods can converge to the global extreme over the parameter space of given dimensionality with a reasonable computational load. Determination of the dimensionality of the parameter space is again a MCS problem rather than an optimization problem. This is clearly the case because a search algorithm, searching for the global extreme over a three-dimensional parameter space, will converge somewhere in that space even if the actual extreme should have been in a two-dimensional parameter space. This confirms what profound thinkers say: ''The trick lies not in finding the answer, but in asking the right question.'' 11
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Recently, acoustically coupled spaces have been drawing more and more attention in the architectural acoustics community. As a result, determination of decay times in these coupled spaces from measured Schroeder decay function data has become a more significant problem. It has long been recognized that evaluations of more than one decay time in coupled spaces requires considerable effort. A previous work 1 proposed a Bayesian parameter estimation approach to evaluating decay times. Bayesian parameter estimation can yield reasonable estimation results only when it uses an appropriate model with the correct number of decay modes ͑decay order͒ for Schroeder decay functions. The decay order should be first determined. This paper has described a model comparison and selection ͑MCS͒ procedure using Bayesian probability theory. In effect, Bayesian evidence has to be calculated for comparison between two alternative models. Given a set of competing exclusive, exhaustive decay models, the global likelihood for each model over the model set has to be evaluated based upon the measured data.
All results discussed in this paper have been restricted to exploratory examples with some necessary approximations. One needs to come back to the original step beginning with the Bayesian theorem if the assumed approximations cannot be made in specific problems. The current work also reveals some limitations associated with the described MCS applied in Schroeder's decay functions. Solutions of these problems remain for future efforts.
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